






Marries her brother Zeus (not a lot of  options)

Queen of  the gods

 Patron of  women, especially married women

 Children with Zeus          

 Ares: god of  war

Hephaestus: god of  the forge

 Eris: goddess of  discord

Other Myths—

 Eileithyia: childbirth

Hebe: youth

 At odds with Zeus, particularly as deceived wife

Once conspired unsuccessfully against Zeus



 Daughter of  Zeus and Metis

 Zeus swallowed Metis to avoid the birth of  a male 

child

 Virgin-goddess; ever loyal to her father

 Goddess of  defensive warfare

 Born fully armed and shouting a war cry

 Almost always depicted armed and with the aegis

 Protectress of  heads of  households: e.g. Odysseus

 Crafts, esp. women's crafts

 weaving - Arachne story- Etiological

 Hubris

 carpentry - helped in building the Argo

 pottery, one of  Athens' main exports

 Childless, but mentor of  many heroes

 foster-mother of  Erichthonius

 Athens is her favorite city- won in a contest against 

Poseidon 



 God of  the sea

 Cast lots for empires

 Zeus- sky

 Poseidon- sea

 Hades-well, hades

 Avoided Thetis– future mother of  Achilles

 Married to Amphitrite, a Nereid

 Creates some animals

 Various sea animals

 Horses– mistakes create other animals

 Affair with Demeter, which produces 

the horse, Arion

 Affair with Medusa produces the 

winged horse, Pegasus

 Carries a trident, his weapon

 Similar to Zeus in character, but more savage

 Loses contest with Athena for patronship of  

Athens

 “Earth-shaker": earthquake or stampeding 

horses



 God of  the underworld 

 represents the underworld; Hades = Hades' House

 Also called Pluto, the "Enricher," because of  the

hidden riches of  the earth (e.g., gold) 

 Queen and consort is Persephone 

 Dead buried with coins under tongue

 Charon boatman of  the river Styx

 Cerberus

 Levels of  Hades

 Tartarus

 Field of  Asphodel

 Elysian Fields

 Elysium—Isles of  the Blest (reincarnation-ish?)

 Plato’s Republic—myth of  ER

 Erebus

 Furies

 Eumenides



 Earth-mother or Grain-mother

 Goddess of  agriculture, especially grains and fruits

 Close bond with daughter, Persephone

 Myth of  Persephone explains the seasons

 Eleusinian Mysteries: blessed afterlife 

 The Eleusinian Mysteries

 centered at Eleusis, a village near Athens

 mystery cult: must be initiated

 divulging cults secrets punishable by death

 designed to promote growth of  grain

 principal ceremony held annually in the fall

 procession from Athens and back-- initiation



 Details

 Day 0: Holy objects brought in procession from 

Eleusis to Athens

 Day 1: All pure Greek speakers invited by 

proclamation to participate

 Day 2: Participants clean themselves in the sea; pigs 

purified, sacrificed

 Day 3: Sacrifices on behalf  of  individuals and 

institutions

 Day 4: Celebration in honor of  Asclepius; latecomers 

allowed in

 Day 5: Procession back to Eleusis

 Day 6: Fasting and ritual

 Day 7: Pageant (Dromena [things acted], 

Deiknumena [things shown] and Legomena [things 

said]. ); break fast 

 Day 8: going back home with a renewed spirit 

 Experience which united diverse groups

 Ensured the growth of  grain

 Promised a happy afterlife



Goddess of  the hunt

Originally an earth-mother goddess

Protectress of  the young, both animal and human,

Main attributes and functions

eternally virgin--pure both in body and 

spirit

Concerned with preserving nature

Deadly huntress

Archer, like her brother

Represents the killing force in nature

Niobe's daughters

deaths at childbirth

associations with human sacrifice

 Goddess of  women's concerns

purity and pre-marriage ideals

 later association with moon 



Close associations (non-physical love affairs

Orion

son of  Poseidon, hunter, devotee of  Artemis

scorpion and Orion made into constellations

alternate: Artemis tricked into killing Orion 

by Apollo

Actaeon

devoted and accomplished hunter

Actaeon sees the unseeable

turned into an animal; hunter becomes the 

hunted: 

 Callisto

close follower of  Artemis

raped by Zeus: loses her innocence and purity

turned into a bear

shot and killed either by Artemis or Callisto's

son, Arcas

Saved by Zeus?



 Son of  Zeus and Leto

 Leto, a Titaness, persecuted by Hera

No land permitted to accept her while pregnant

 "floating" Delos 

Delos becomes one main center of  worship for 

Apollo

 island secured in place

 perhaps delivered by Artemis, his sister?

 Rational thought; order

Healing and disease (especially plague)

God of  medicine and healing

 Son is Asclepius, a physician

His arrows inflict disease and plague-- as in Iliad 

God of  archery



 Apollo at Delphi

music and poetry

 gets the lyre from Hermes

 defeats Marsyas in a music contest

 Establishes his precinct at Delphi

Must kill guardian dragon/snake, Python

 The Delphic Oracle

 religious and cultural center

 functioned for over 1000 years (800 B.C.E.-394 C.E.)

 "center" of  the world

 site of  regular athletic and theatrical competitions

 Apollo communicates through a prophetess called the Pythia

 Female possessed by prophetic frenzy

 Pythia, while seated on the tripod goes into a trance

 Apollo's priests record the message in verse

Oracles are notoriously ambiguous



Love affairs (Some of  them)

 Coronis, mother of  Asclepius

 Coronis destroyed for infidelity

 Asclepius becomes Greek god of  medicine

 taught by the centaur, Chiron

 raised Hippolytus from the dead

 The nymph, Daphne

 Cupid shows his power as an archer

Daphne turned into a laurel tree to escape 

Apollo

 Laurel sacred to Apollo; wreath given to 

Olympic victors

 The mortal woman, Cassandra

 given prophetic powers in exchange for sex

 refuses sex; keeps powers, but never believed



 The son of  Zeus and the nymph, Maia

 Functions

 protects travelers in general

 protects shepherds and their flocks

 patron of  thieves; trickster; luck

 patron of  merchants

 messenger god and patron of  heralds

 "soul guide" escorts the dead to Hades

 Associations

 slayer of  the 100-eyed Argus

 inventor of  the lyre

 close association with Apollo

 shepherding, music 

 patron of  athletes

 Hermes: "stone pile"

 road and boundary markers in the country

 later herms were stone pillars placed outside houses to ward off  

intruders 



 Tossed from Olympus to Lemnos

 active volcano on Lemnos

 Lemnos is Hephaestus' favorite city

God of  artisans, especially metalworking

God of  the forge

 volcano as forge; Cyclopes as helpers

Manufacturing in general

 Child of  Zeus and Hera *or* of  Hera herself

Ugly, but married to Aphrodite, but cheated upon



 Goddess of  Love

 embodies the power of  sexual attraction

 Eros (= "desire") her companion

 as Cupid, her son

 Established her main temple on the island Cyprus

 “Foam-born" 

 Husband and lovers; children

 Married to Hephaestus

 "beauty and the beast" motif

 no children

 Affair with Ares

 Related myths

 Pygmalion story (from Ovid's Metamorphoses)


